CODES AND CERTIFICATIONS

DUNS Number: 185863136 | CAGE CODE: 55Y43 | NAICS CODES: 511210, 541519, 423430

CORE COMPETENCIES

With millions of users worldwide, GitKraken is the leading graphical user interface (GUI) for Git.

Axosoft has been building developer productivity tools for nearly two decades; rapidly developing GitKraken since 2014 and revising an intuitive GUI approach to using Git. GitKraken stands out from the competition when it comes to our rapid release cycles and hands-on approach. GitKraken empowers government IT agencies to deploy and scale Git, which establishes a single source of truth for collaborating on projects and code. GitKraken’s GUI approach to Git ultimately helps development teams release faster with fewer errors, keeping government projects on time and on budget.

DIFFERENTIATORS

- **Cross-Platform**: Windows, Mac and Linux developers can standardize on one tool.
- **Integrations**: Authenticate with self-hosted versions of GitLab, GitHub, Bitbucket and Azure DevOps.
- **Fast Releases**: New features frequently available.
- **In-App Merge Tool**: Easily resolve merge conflicts.
- **Made in the USA**: Built at Axosoft HQ in Arizona.
- **Product Experts**: Help with implementation and training.
- **Education & Training**: Resources for learning Git with GitKraken.
- **Customer Success**: Accessible, responsive support team.
- **Security**: Two plans focused on security and control.
  - GitKraken Self-Hosted: Accessible without Internet, LDAP/AD for user management, Control over version updates
  - GitKraken Stand-Alone: Accessible without Internet, No account creation required, No server installation

PAST PERFORMANCE

- Lockheed Martin
- Northrop Grumman
- L3Harris
- Department of the Army
- United States Navy
- Naval Information Warfare Center
- NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
- Hill Air Force Base
- Eglin Air Force Base
- Robins Air Force Base
- Naval Surface Warfare Center